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Abstract

PerfCenter is a tool to measure performance of a dis-
tributed application on a distributed system or on
a data-center. It takes various hardware and soft-
ware details over distributed system as input and pro-
vides various performance measures such as average
response-time, throughput etc. of various events as
output. As a result of technological advancements,
various devices of a host machines like CPU, hard disk
etc. can be operated at different voltages. This results
in multiple device processing speed. PerfCenter con-
siders each device having only one processing speed,
hence changes to PerfCenter to make it support pow-
ermanaged devices with multiple processing speed is
required.

Modeling of powermanaged devices with various
powermanaged attributes in PerfCenter is being done
and necessary changes to PerfCenter are made in order
to support it. Effect of powermanaged device on av-
erage device speed, energy-consumption per request,
perfromance measures like response time and through-
put etc. are being observed.

1 Introduction & Motivation

Over some last decades, growth of networked and dis-
tributed applications like Web applications increased
rapidly. A distributed system can have a large number
of heterogeneous host machines with different number
and capacity of devices. A number of software servers
can be deployed on these host machines. Having large
number of host machines and software servers of dif-
ferent types and capacities makes distributed systems
good for one task and bad for another. Hence estimat-
ing performance of an application on a distributed sys-
tem becomes important and it helps us in making ap-
propriate deployment and configuration related deci-
sion. PerfCenter helps us in doing the same. PerfCen-
ter is a tool for measuring performance of a distributed

application on a distributed system. It takes various
hardware and software servers deployment details over
distributed system and provides various performance
measures such as average response-time, throughput
etc. of various events. PerfCenter provides a most
natural way to submit input specification to it’s users.

A software server with customers can also be viewed
as a queuing system with software server as a service
entity and customers as requests in a queue. All hard-
ware resources with requests are also viewed as queu-
ing systems. Using queuing theory, one can make a
theoretical model for estimating performance of these
applications on data-center. Same is achievable by us-
ing discrete time simulation where we schedule next
event every time when an event is occurred and does
not bother about theoretical model. PerfCenter has
analytical model as well as a discrete time simulation
model to estimates performance of an application on
distributed environment.

PerfCenter assumes a single processing speed for
each devices during execution of a tasks, but today’s
devices like CPU, hard disk etc. are capable of switch-
ing between different processing speeds during execu-
tion of a task. At lower workload on device, it can be
switched to lower processing speed, which results in
energy savings[1][2], and switches to higher processing
speeds as workload on it increases. Since operating
at lower power results in power savings, we call this
property of device as powermanaged. Powermanaged
property of a device is mostly helpful for battery op-
erated systems like laptops.

Introduction of powermanaged feature for all de-
vices in PerfCenter is desirable to make it work for
devices with multiple speed. Currently PerfCenter
considers devices of host machines to be operated at
single processing speed which results in a single aver-
age service time for any specific task.

The rest of the paper is as follows: the problem
statement is in section 2, followed by background
work in section 3. Section 4 introduces powerman-



aged devices and describes it’s properties and differ-
ent powermanaged governors. Section 5 is modeling of
powermanaged devices for PerfCenter which tells ma-
jor changes in input specification and all formulation.
Section 7 captures experiments and results followed by
conclusion and references.

2 Problem Definition

Modeling of powermanaged devices for PerfCenter,
updating it’s input specification to support new fea-
tures and to add, modify modules to it to make it
support powermanaged devices and to observe it’s
effect on average device processing speed, energy-
consumption per request and on performance mea-
sures like responce time, throughput etc.

3 Background work

Discrete event simulation is learnt in order to fulfill
the requisite. Some basic simulation exercises were
performed. Knowledge of customer behavior model is
required in order to understand the analytical model
of distributed systems. [3][4] was read to fulfill this.
A model of CPU frequency scaling enabled m/m/1
queue was developed.

“PerfCenter: A Performance Modeling Tool for Ap-
plication Hosting Centers“[5] describes the PerfCenter
specification, and its performance analysis utilities in
detail, and illustrate its use in the deployment and
configuration of a Webmail application. [6] is a work
done on modeling of CPU frequency scaling on Perf-
Center. The following are some of the features that are
already available in PerfCenter and can be set through
input specification. The building and design of these
features make it powerful yet easy to be used tool:

• Modeling of distributed application on a dis-
tributed system.

• Easy way of allowing distributed application and
system specification.

• Setting default properties of host machines and
device of same type.

• Setting host machine and device properties indi-
vidually.

• Setting LAN attributes and deploying hosts on it.

• Allowing synchronous and asynchronous calls be-
tween different requests.

• Provides output in terms of waiting time, service
time, response time, throughput, average queue
length, and doing device bottleneck analysis.

• Modifying device/host properties, undeployment
and deployment of software servers on hosts, host
on LAN etc and doing bottleneck analysis of this
configuration with previous one.

Such properties of PerfCenter makes it a friendly
tool to users and distributed system architects.

4 Power Managed Devices:

All device that can be operated at multiple process-
ing speed1 2 are operated at different voltages. In
some work, the relationship between operating volt-
age and power is taken as cubic[12]. Some work anal-
ysed relationship between energy savings and energy-
consumption per transaction and device utilization[7].

The powermanagement policies and it’s effect on
performance is as follows:

4.1 Power Management Governors
and policies:

Design and architecture of a device enables it to be
operated at multiple speeds, but how to use them de-
pends on the Operating System. An OS can support
a number of policies which can use different device-
speeds at different occasions. These policies are called
governors. For example, Linux supports ondemand,
conservative, powersaver, performance and userspace
governors for CPU [10][11]. There are some commer-
cial powermanaged governors available also.

Device probe interval is the time interval in which a
device utilization is being computed and given to gov-
ernor as input. Various popular device powermanage-
ment governors are described below. These are being
implemented in PerfCenter.

1. Ondemand: Ondemand is the most popular
powermanaged governor. If utilization of a device
in last probe interval is found to be less than a cer-
tain threshold, called down threshold, than gover-
nor switches device speed to it’s minimum stable

1device processing speed is sometimes referred as processing
speed here

2Stable operating speeds that can be achieved by this device.
For CPU this is clock-ticks/sec or operating frequency. For hard
disk this is RPM.



speed3. If device utilization in last probe interval
is greater a certain threshold, called up threshold,
governor switches the device speed to it’s max-
imum stable device speed, otherwise no change
in device speed. It is the most sensitive gover-
nor which switches speeds between maximum and
minimum speeds.

2. Conservative: Conservative is very much simi-
lar to ondemand governor except it uses all avail-
able stable device speeds. If utilization of last
probe interval is less than the down threshold,
governor switches device speed to next available
lower stable speed. If this utilization is found to
be greater than the up threshold then governor
switches to next available higher stable speed.

3. Powersaver: Powersaver governor works only at
the minimum available stable device speed. It
does not switches speed. It is like device has only
one operating speed(the minimum one) and is not
powermanaged.

4. Performance: Performance governor works at
the maximum available stable device speed. It
is like device has only one operating speed(the
maximum one) and is not powermanaged.

5. Userspace: User can select any one operating
speed from all available stable device speeds for
it’s device. Device speed does not change over
time.

Table 1 - Comparison between different Governors

Governors Operating speeds Switches Speed

Conservative All available
speeds

Yes

Ondemand 2 [highest, lowest] Yes

Powersaver 1 [lowest] No

Performance 1 [highest] No

Userspace All available
speeds

No

4.2 Effect on performance:

In order to conserve energy, devices are operated at
lower speed levels, which results in increased service
time and response time.

3Switching device speed does not take place instantly. Dur-
ing switching speeds we achieve intermediate device speeds also
but these are not considered as stable speed. A device speed
at which a device can be operated for long enough time is only
considered as stable device speed

As some service level agreement(SLA) constraints
are associated with distributed applications, keeping
response time within SLA constraints and reducing
device speed results in good energy savings. Further-
more, one would be interested in finding best combi-
nation of response-time and energy-consumption per
transaction. Throughput of the system remains un-
changed as service-time of the system is still greater
than inter-arrival time of requests.

Power consumption equations for CPU can be given
by[8][9]:

Ptotal = Pstatic + Pdynamic (1)

Pdynamic = ACv2f (2)

where
Ptotal is the total power consumption by CPU.
Pstatic is the static power consumption by CPU.
Pdynamic is the dynamic power consumption by CPU.
A is the percentage of active gates;
C is the total capacitance load;
v is the supply voltage;
f is the processor frequency.

5 Modeling Power Managed
Devices:

There is always a transition delay for switching pro-
cessing speeds for all devices. We can’t expect instan-
taneous transitions for hard disk from 3600 rpm to
7200 rpm. The figure-1 gives details of intermediate
transitions for intel’s i5 CPU using ondemand gover-
nor and operatable at processing speeds: 1.2, 1.33,
1.47, 1.6, 1.73, 1.87, 2.0, 2.13, 2.26, 2.4 (all in GHz.).

In figure-1, 1st row and 1st columns stands for CPU
frequencies and the table data represents the no. of
transitions it made while switching frequencies. On-
demand powermanagement governor operates device
only at two frequencies, the highest and the lowest.
But still we can see a number of intermediate transi-
tions, which are small in number so can be ignored.

Assuming that device speed transitions take very
small time such that intermediate device speed can be
ignored, we develop powermanaged model for devices.

5.1 Changes in PerfCenter Specifica-
tion Language:

Changes in PerfCenter input language and parser are
made to support new features. As powermanagement
is a property of a device, only device attributes are
getting modified. Devices with same type can have
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       From  :    To                                    CPU frequencies
             :   2400000   2399000   2266000   2133000   1999000   1866000   1733000   1599000   1466000   1333000   1199000 
      2400000:         0       501       408       219       282       275       226       242       238       285     10692 
      2399000:       110         0        66       145        14        10         8         6        10        10       122 
CPU   2266000:        70         0         0       111       106        11        12         8        12         8       136 
freq- 2133000:        90         0         0         0       104       105         8        12         9         8       139 
uency 1999000:       101         0         0         0         0        92        75        11        13        11       203 
      1866000:        91         0         0         0         0         0        90        71         9         9       224 
      1733000:        80         0         0         0         0         1         0       119        19        12       189 
      1599000:        95         0         0         0         0         0         1         0       144        14       216 
      1466000:       128         0         0         0         0         0         0         1         0        70       256 
      1333000:       106         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         1         0       321 
      1199000:     12496         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         0         1         0 

Figure 1: CPU processing speed transitions with ondemand governor

//powermanaged device definition block
powermanagement cpu1
speed_levels 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 end
probe_interval_min  .001
probe_interval_max  50
probe_interval  .2
governor_up_threshold  50
governor_down_threshold 20
end

powermanagement cpu2
speed_levels 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 end
probe_interval_min  .001
probe_interval_max  50
probe_interval  .2
governor_up_threshold  50
governor_down_threshold 20
end

//hosts definition blocks
host machine1[1]
cpu1 count 4
cpu1 buffer 99999
cpu1 schedP fcfs
cpu1 power_managed governor ondemand  
//conservative  powersaver  performance
//cpu1 power_managed governor userspace 
//setspeed_level_index 1
end

host machine2[1]
cpu2 count 2
cpu2 schedP fcfs
cpu2 buffer 99999
cpu2 power_managed governor ondemand
cpu2 probe_interval  10
cpu2 governor_up_threshold  80
cpu2 governor_down_threshold 20
end

Figure 2: Changes in Input Language Specification

same device properties or could be different as per
user specifies. Changes to the input language goes
like this:

1. Set default powermanagement attributes for all
device types.

2. For a device on a host machine, set it’s power-
management attributes. This will overwrite the
default values.

The following components to input specification are
being added:

• powermanagement: It defines the default set-
tings for a device type. This definition is done
before defining host definitions.
powermanagement <device-name>

• speed levels: It defines various speeds available
for a device of type powermanaged. All service
time taken in input file are wrt. the highest
speed. This comes under powermanaged section.
speed levels <speed-1> <speed-2> .....

end

• probe interval: It defines the time interval in
which utilization of device instance is measured
and given it as input to powermanagement gov-
ernor. It’s default value is 1.
probe interval <interval>

• probe interval min: It defines the minimum
probe interval allowed to a device.
probe interval min <interval-1>

• probe interval max: It defines the maximum
probe interval allowed to a device.
probe interval max <interval-2>

• governor up threshold: It defines the utiliza-
tion up threshold of the device powermanagement
governor. It’s default value is 80.
governor up threshold <up threshold>



• governor down threshold: It defines the uti-
lization down threshold of device powermanage-
ment governor. It’s default value is 20.
governor down threshold <down threshold>

• power managed: This comes under device defi-
nition under host definition block to set user spec-
ified powermanaged attributes of a device.
<device-name> powermanaged

• governor: If powermanagement governor is not
set during device definition under host defini-
tion block, then default governor is set to be
ondemand. Otherwise we can set one from these
available: performance, ondemand, conservative,
powersaver and userspace.
<device-name> powermanaged governor

<governor-name>
<device-name> powermanaged governor

userspace setspeed level index <index>

Userspace governor sets device speed to a partic-
ular speed level. It requires index of speed level
to be given with it.

5.2 Pseudo-code for event scheduling:

Pseudo-code for event scheduling after considering de-
vice probe events is given in algorithm-1.

Service-time of an event can be set using the follow-
ing equation:

servteffective = servt ∗ Smax

Scurr
(3)

where
Smax : Highest device processing speed with which it
can be operated.
Scurr : Current device processing speed.
servt : Service time wrt. maximum device speed.
servteffective : effective service time at current device
speed.

For initialization:

Scurr =


Smin for powersaver,

conservative and
ondemand

Smax for performance
<user specified>4 for userspace

Service time remaining changes with time and de-
vice speed. Current device speed may be changed af-
ter every device probe event. Service time remaining

1: for all hosts do
2: for all devices do
3: if device is powermanaged then
4: add device-probe event into global event-

list
5: end if
6: end for
7: end for
8: while simulation is not complete do
9: if next event is device-probe event then

10: advance time-stamp
11: for all device-instances do
12: get utilization of device-instance in last

probe interval
13: give this utilization as input to powerman-

agement governor
14: governor returns new device-instance speed
15: for all events from device-instance-

associated event list do
16: update service-time remaining of event
17: end for
18: end for
19: end if
20: if next event is arrival event then
21: advance time-stamp
22: schedule it on a device-instance of a device on

a host
23: set it’s service time
24: if device is powermanaged then
25: add this event into device-instance-

associated event list
26: end if
27: end if
28: if next event is device-probe event then
29: advance time-stamp
30: remove event from device-instance-associated

event list
31: update device speedup
32: end if
33: end while

Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code for event scheduling

is computed using following equation:

SRnew =
speedold
speednew

(SRold−∆t), for∆t < SRold (4)

where
SRold : Service time remaining at last time-stamp
with device speed speedold
SRnew: Service time remaining at current time-stamp
with device speed speednew
∆t: (last time-stamp - current time-stamp)



Effective device speed for a device is computed af-
ter a request is completed. It can be computed using
following equations:

Se =
WBTt

BTt
(5)

where
Se: effective device speed
BTt: total busy time of a device
WBTt: total weighted busy time of a device

WBTt = BTl ∗ Sel + ∆WBTreq (6)

BTt = BTl + ∆BTreq (7)

where
BTl: total busy time of device before this request
Sel: effective device speed before this request
∆WBTreq: weighted busy time interval of device for
this request
∆BTreq: busy time interval of device for this request

∆WBTreq =
∑

∆t∈Treq

∆t ∗ S∆t (8)

where
∆t: busy time interval of device during which device
speed is unchanged
S∆t: device service time for a request at time interval
∆t

6 Experiments and Results:

The performance governor works as a device has only
one processing speed and is not powermanaged, so we
can compare our results from other governors with it.

6.1 Effect of arrival-rate on effective
device speed and utilization:

Segment of input specification for this experiment is
given below. Service-time for all devices except cpu1
is kept relatively very low. Arrival rate of request
to device cpu1 varies from 1 to 38 per time unit.
Experiment was performed for open network with
100000 customers in order to have steady state output.

powermanagement cpu1

speed levels 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 end

probe interval .2

governor up threshold 80

governor down threshold 20

end

host machine1[1]

cpu1 count 4

cpu1 buffer 99999

cpu1 schedP fcfs

cpu1 power managed

end

task t1

cpu1 servt 0.1

end

server s1

thread count 8

thread buffer 99999

thread schedP fcfs

task t1

end

Figure 3: device speed and utilization vs arrival-rate

At lower arrival rate of request, workload on device
is lower(figure-3) hence powermanaged governor op-
erates the device at lower device speeds. As a result
utilization of device goes up compared to the perfor-
mance governor.

6.2 Effect of governors on performance
and power savings

Input file for this experiment is same as above. Here
our interest is on effect of powermanaged device on



average throughput and response time.

Figure 4: Throughput and avg. response time vs
arrival-rate

As workload increases on a device, powermanaged
governor decreases it’s service time by increasing its
processing speed, but performance governor contin-
ues to operate device at it’s maximum processing
speed. Throughput in both the cases are coming to be
same(figure-4) as we always get service time of device
lower than interarrival time of requests, hence average
throughput of devices do not change.

In figure-5 and 6, effect of powermanaged governors
on energy consumption per request and energy savings
is being observed. For this experiment, we assumed a
CPU device with capacitance=1, static power = 2.45
unit, minimum voltage on which device can be oper-
ated = 1 unit, and maximum voltage = 2.2 unit. we
assumed a linear relationship between device speed
and operating voltage. We use equations-1,2 for mea-
suring power, energy and energy consumption per re-
quest.

In figure-5, we can see a clear change in average
response time of device when powermanaged governor
is used. On lower workload, governors try to operate
device at lower processing speed. As a result response
time of devices increases. Using powermanaged gover-
nor on higher device utilization gives worse response
time hence is not a good idea to use it at higher de-
vice utilizations. Energy consumption per request is
lowered by using governors.

In real time systems and some Web applications,
where stricter SLA is associated with response time,
using powermanaged governors could be a bad idea,

Figure 5: Throughput and avg. response time vs
arrival-rate

otherwise better governors have to be used which af-
fect response time the least.

Figure 6: Dynamic power consumption and energy
consumption/request vs arrival rate

6.3 Effect of probe interval on re-
sponse time:

Small intervals make device sensitive towards work-
load. Governors change device speed quickly at the
starting of probe intervals. This takes longer execu-
tion time for simulation and may lead to flip-flop of
device between different processing speeds also. On
the other hand, having large intervals may have a bad



effect on performance when a request require higher
processing speed but have to wait for it for longer
time. This time can be as long as the device probe
interval.

Figure 7: device speed and utilization vs arrival-rate

Figure-7 shows the effect of probe interval on re-
sponse time. This experiment was performed with
up threshold at 50 and arrival rate of request at 4
requests per time unit.

6.4 Effect of up threshold and
down threshold on response-time
and average device speed:

Having higher up threshold and lower down threshold
restricts device to be operated only at one processing
speed for longer time and vice-versa. up threshold and
down threshold of a governor determines sensitiveness
of a device towards utilization in probe intervals.

For this experiment, we took arrival rate of re-
quest 25. We kept down threshold constant at 20
and changed up threshold form 50 to 95. As figure-8
shows, on increasing up threshold, the governor in-
creases device speed at much higher probe interval
utilizations, hence as a result device effective speed
decreases and response time increases.

We changed down threshold from 5 to 50 and kept
up threshold at 80. Figure-9 shows the effect of
down threshold on response time and average device
speed. As down threshold increases, governor can
lower device speed at high probe interval utilizations
also hence average device speed decreased and as a
result average response time increases.

Figure 8: response time and device speed vs
up threshold

Figure 9: response time and device speed vs
down threshold

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We explained powermanaged devices and it’s gov-
erning policies called device governors, proposed in-
put specification changes related to powermanaged at-
tributes and modeled powermanaged devices for Per-
fCenter. Apart from this we used eq-1,2 on CPU
device and observed effect of powermanaged gover-
nors and it’s various attributes on average response
time, throughput, effective device speed and energy-
consumption per transaction.

We observed that using powermanaged governor at
lower workload is good in terms of energy savings but



it increases average response time of the device. If
response time of device is within SLA limits for appli-
cations associated then the governor is acceptable. At
higher device utilization, powermanaged governor only
worsen the situation with increased response time.
There is nearly no effect of powermanaged governors
on throughput. At lower probe intervals, governors
becomes sensitive towards workloads and take deci-
sion regarding changes in processing speed quickly.
up threshold and down threshold decides the probe
intervals threshold utilizations. These can be used to
lower the response time but as a result effective device
speed and effective energy consumption per request
will be increased and vice-versa.

PerfCenter can be extended to support Virtual Ma-
chines. This will enable PerfCenter for making deci-
sions regarding VM configurations, deployment and
migrations on a data-center and can tell performance
of VMs. Introduction of virtualisation to PerfCenter
for above mentioned is required.
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